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Introduction
The origin of the language known today a• Brlglieh .finds 1t8 root,s
thoueands ot ye ars ago in the family of Inda-European language•.
in

!h!

?-�1raele

2!

Laird,

Language, saya,

We know only that there rout have been a t,iJle When
there was no language, and then there was a tbte

when there was a language, bu\ ve do not knov how,
when, where, or by wha111 langiaage cue into
being.
( p. 23)

Soma general ideas about language can be briefly SUllla
ll rized.
Language reprennta the perpetuation ot niankindJ it is man•a way 0£
achieTing iflnortalit7.

Language ie a ayetenl enabling a

and organize his enTiroment.

Lenguago ia the only

the pal!Jt--and the future is also dependent upon it.
is different aa

viewed

•an

IMNIJlS

to d.efine

ot preserYing

Howe•er, language

by different disciplines.

The discipline or lexicography does not, know exactly hov large the
English vocabulary is� with its 8'J'l01'\Yl18 and technical terms tor each
It may be the largest, most preoiee, ever available to the

field.

speakers of a single language.

The basic Indo-i11ropean �cabulary was

small, but speakers of English have borrowed prodigiously .frore other
languages as well.
The discipline ot senaantics
m"aning.

views "OrdS as a,111bols o r carriers ot

Therefore many words which are single in tom, become mt.ll.tipl.e

1

2

in meaning.

There may be nearly twice as 111any meanings in English as

there are recognized words.
Generative grarnniarians are presently trying to discover the rules
01 which children formulate their utterances.

have rejected the

They

rules ot traditional English grammar because it vas derived tr0111 classical
written Latin, which was basically an inflected language.

In

Latin,

change in the foro of a '«>rd, or a change in pitch, or the addition of
an ending detemined 1 ts meaning in a sentence.
English is a distribut.iw language.

In

contrast to Latin,

That is, the arrang�ent of the

symbols, or syntax is ono of the most important determinants of semantics.

However, it is not the solo detel"'111nant.
Early descriptive efforts in structural linguistics were concentrated
first. on phonology, then later, on syntax.

Psychologistts usually studied

language as it related to inner cognitive �kills.
a

Chomsky, by providing

new generative conception ot grammar showed how syntax could provide a

common ground

tor the collaboration of linguists and peychologiets.

{Osgood and Sebeok, 1965, p. 213)
There is a distinction between competence and performance in
ehildren•a language which is a fundamental one tor Chomsky (1965).
''Among linguists, the difference between competence and performance takes
the form or distinguishing between what a person knows about a language
and his expression ot this knowledge in talking and listening.•
1966)

(HcNeill,

Oramar 1!! deftloped to describe the child's linguistic competence.

By �eneratiYe, Chontalcy (1957) implies a syst.91 or rules that in some
explicit and well-<ie.tined way assigns structural descriptions to sentences.

3
Chol!lsky (1957) is concerned,

ld.th a general forl4

not With a apecitic grammar, bu�
Perhaps the most

that any language cay asswae.

difticu.lt part to understand ia t.hat there are aillUarities which hold

"l•nguage universals."

He calls these simil.rities

everywhere.

true for bw:ian langua�es

These universals have both linguistic and
They need

psycholog:tcal dimensions.

grammar for they are the

aame

not be explained tor aey specific

for Bll gralllla
l ra.

It ia for this reason

that Cho111sky asSU?l\eS that these univert1uus, wha tever they prove t.o be,
not need to bo learn� by

do

a

child, but represent an innate capacity

(in Saporta, 1961, p. 37).
David HcNeill adopted t.he Chon1sky
w1. th

the fo rmulation of

languar,e acquisi tinn.

e

theory to

aid

approach, but

he hRB

in under3tanding

been crmcerned

the f'aots of

For Mct-:eU 1 (1966), "The tunda11ental problem to

which we audress oursel.vea in langua�e acquisition by normal children
is the simnle .fact that the p rocess occurs in a surprisingly short period
Ora11tnatical speech does not begin �fore 1.5 years of ageJ

ot ti.ll)e.
yet,
or

as

far as we

u years."

lie

the ahort 8pan

can tel.l,

acquisition is virtually complete by J.5

Q\1011t.iona bow such intricate competence can emerge in

of twenty-four

t.o thirty r.10nths.

NcUeS.11 (1966) believes it
without explaining it.

how it
to be

It we wish to

deri�es from cnmpetance.

faced

a child's

w1 th the

language

is possible to

problem

describe performance

explain performance,

we must

abow

Tho se in lang�•ge pathology, continue

of autficiently testing

the performance of

and interring eo1
11 ething about the competence.

This

dis tinction becomes important in differential diagnosis, because the

rules of generative graml"tar reside in competence, not performance
(:1ctle1ll, 1966).

4

If we are to 11ake iltportant judgments about the �bal maturity
or

children ,

ve need to hav& clear-cut

tools

in our inferential 8'/stm
In

to relate the rules tor performance to the rules for competence.
other words, it ia important clinically to have accurate,
measures of

chil dren•a

linguis ti c performance.

Hietorical]Jr,

lengt.h of response (MLR) has been the neasure used
McCarthy (19.30) developed
counting the lillOrds in

set of rules

a

each

110st

mean

frequently.
a response,

for 1denti.ty1�

response, and classifying each response with

regard to grammatical co111pleteness and core:plexity.
have uaed

itive

sens

thia measure with

minor

Most researchers

llOdi.fications unt.11

Tery

recently•

.Another •pproach to the study of children'• verbal nt-aturity bee

discussed the ent.rgence of two and three

word sent.ences

in tems of certain

"open" and "piTot" class constructions (Brown and Bellugi, 1964J
and Fraser. 196); Brown, Fraser and Bellugi, 196);

Ervin,

end Ervin, 1964; Br�ine, 1963; McNeill, 1966a, 1966b).

l96U; Miller

It examines the

way in which children initially combine worde into sentences.

method

propose s a te ntat ive

It proceeds

.trom

various

,

Brown

Another

hierarchy o! developnaental sentence types.

k1nds ot tw o word combi n at.ione

phrase constructions and kernel sentences up to e:ierging

through noun
tran sformations

(Lee, 1966) •
The newest
length

cl assification syetem attempts

an d conrplexity

to

measure

both the

(LC!) of c hildren ' s utterances (Shriner, 1967a).

It consists eeeenti.ily of a n umeric weighing scale for asses si n g

dovolopmental changes in chi1d language.

Each of the last three

techniques atteolpts to describe the grammatical rules that children

5

enploy in

By rigo rously

i:enerating sentences (l2ner, fo!"thcor.iing).

describing the langua�e of children, we can hope to quantify the
changes that occur

developmental

Any measurer.iont

tool �us t meet the criteria of validity and

It is extremely difficult to est abl ish the

reliability.

but reliability

measure,

in that language.

co nsiste ncy , adequacy

of

oan

validity

be measured four dif fere nt lAysi

item sampling,

iner reliability

exam

of

a

intornal.
and

temporal reliability.
In order for the r.cr to b e

considered a

reliable me as ure, it is

nece s sary that several langu.age s�les taken over

time should yield sianlar res ults.

temporal
(1963)

reliabil i ty.

as test-retest or

Replicating the m.nifie, Darley and Shenian

procedure, the purpo �e

of this

the day.to-day oonsietency of the
by the

This is known

a short period of

investigation

is

to deterrdne

verb al output of children as

!118asured

LCI.

Definitions
'rhe following terms fro.'1!

th is

study are d ef ined

for further

clarification:
ll!!!!l length �
words

per

response

r esponse . -is usually

averaged over

a

defi ned as the numb er ot

sample of 50

respo nses.

Host investiBatore

have recorded one sample consisting of 50 r e ap onaas !roro each child.
Customarily,

the responses are tape rec o r de d and usu ally are elicited by

pictures and/or
of each ch i ld
of language

toys presented by the examiner.

are

for

The

indi'Yidual responses

then transcribed by tape reploy which consti tat.es

that part:lcular child.

An HLR

score

is

derived

fr.:Jm

9

sample

6
the sample and

used

.t'or

individual comparisons or

pooled for group analysis.

Length-Complexi'tj' lndex.--is a measure designed to make a
analysis of

by Shriner

sentence

length and

sentence

(l967a), and based on

(1964),

and Ca zden

to

than sentence length; it

roore

apply

in
use

(196$).

increasingly

the

of

n oun

s,

child's

synthesised

contains

the ability to

is also a function ot

index, the child is

ar\icles, plurals

points

was

of Meeyuk (1964), Bellugi

differentiated rules for generating

final score

verb phra se

the research

It

J�enyuk noted that sentence complexity rela tes

phrase part of the

mo difi er

complexity.

composite

and

possessive

a total of his

noun

sentences.

gi.Ten points f°"r the

inQections.

phrase point.s

plua additional points for each

Briefly,

The
plus his

sentence divided by

the nW!lber of �entencae.

Temporal reliability.-Test-retest reliability.

This means that

several language samples taken in close temporal proximity
simila r results.

should yield

CHAPTER

II

Rt.--VI...;:w OF TIIE LITmATURE
Studiee o! t.he wq in which children•• language develop• have
usually

included

aome

description of connected speech sample• in terms

or amount ot verbal output and gram•atical complexity of .entenc•• used.

and

In one of the earliaat.,

one of the .oat illp ortant studiea of children's

language, McCarthy (1930) elicited fi.fi.Y oonsecutive verbal responses

fro11 children and manuall7 recorded them, wnng pictures and toys as
stJ.11ulua material.

l�cCarthy

a re•ponae, counting the

developed a set. of rul.es for identifying

words

in each reeponae, and clasaifying each

response with regard to grar!lnatical completeness and cor�plexity.

111eaaure of children• e linguistic

used mean length of response aa her 11ain
achiev•iaent.

She

McCartb,y originaJ.l.1 called tUR the "si11plest and most

objective 1118a:sure of the degree to which children conbine words at the
various ages;" more recentJ..y aho has stated that, "no measur e seeros to
have superseded the mean length or sentence

tor a

reliable, easily

deterttlned, objective, quantit.at.ive, and eaaily understood measure
linguistic maturity."

ot

(19.54).

Day (1932) uaed McC.rtb,y• s procedure•, definitions, classifications
and methods oL analysis in her study ot

2-S

manually 50 consecuti•e verba l re11p<>nsea.
chi ld ie a twin.

7

year old twins, recording

She found t.!LR varl ee i.t' the

8
Davis (1937)

used

essentially the sar.Qe procedure as HeCart.hy in

her study ot twins, singletone wi t h siblings, and only children.
used hJ6 children

at three

age levels, 5.5, 6.5 and 9.5.

samples of 50 response s, usually coru1ecutive, and to r
modified

and

The

hor

She

Davis

also

co llected

analysis

clarified McCarthy'• ru1as fQr sentence classification.

moat COlllpr ehensive

study of children's language to d ate is

that of TeRIJ)lin (1957), who compiled normative data concernin� the speech
and langu.age development

of

children between the ages of J.o am 8.o yea r s.

Among the langusge variable• she investig ated are articulation, discrirnination,
vocabulary, and verbalisation.

Templin also devised a quantitHltive method

ot represen\ing sentence co111pletenese-complexity.

She assigned wei gh ts

to

the categorie• or the McCarthy-Darla o u tline in order to o bta in a structural

complexity sco re (sos).
In
Shriner

of

addition to

the stud!•• of children's language mentioned above,

(1968, in press)

Respons e

has

compiled an extensive review ot Maan Length

as a measure of expressive language development in children.

He reports that

�·�

has been shown

to

vary (1) with CA and

IQ

(Fisher,

1934); ( 2) in conversation with an adult (Smith, 19J5); (3) in conversation
with peers (Smith, 1935; Hahn, 1948); (4) in classroom situationa (Hahn•
194t�); (5) with socioeconomic status (Templin, 1957); and with {6) stimulus
materials and experimenter (Cowan, !!. .!:!•• 1964).
In order for the hLR to i::>e considered a su f ficient index of
verbal meturi ty in children, it must eatis.fy the criteria of validity and
reliability.

Shriner (1968) says,

9
Since the validity of 81\Y test is difficult or practical}T
impossible to prove directly, aarlier inv es tig ators have
placed added importance on the rellability o f i:i.LR.
(Reliability is a necessary oonlponent of validity, but high
r eliability does not neeessari1y pel"fllit the conclusion
that a sar11pling procedure is valid). From 50 response
samples correlation ooefficienta have been recorded for
assessing reliabilit y !or various purposes; th.at is, to
evaluate and to estimate the degree of agr.-ent, between
examiners in preparing transcripts (51ogel, 1962); (b) an
examiner'• repeated raaaourea obt.ained from the transcripts
(l,�eCart.hy, 1930; Day, 19)2J Williams, 1937; Davis, 1937;
Spriestersbach, Darley, and Morris, 1958; Winitz, 1959J
Hinifie, Darley and Sherman, 1963), and {c) examiners in
obtaining measures from the eame transcripts (D•y, 19)2J
Davis, 1937; Spriestersbaoh et al., 1958, Winits, 19�9;
�riller, 1961; �inifie, et ai:; 1963; and other•), and
(d.) the same measures obtaI'ilod in the same Planner over a
period of time troni the s.ae children (Fisher, 1934;
Mirdfie � !!•• 1963).
Intra- and inter-exalliner reliability coefficients from the
language tranacripta are in general a&reereent and show
relatively high correlations (•90 and above). This indicates
that children'• utterances can be reoorded and analyzed
reliably for a single 8ample of 50 responsoa.
It does not,
however, indicate to what extent the SO response s�ea
represent the children's language devel.o�nt i n general;
that ia, whether or not 'the items con•titutin& the teat
adequately represent the entire universe of items which the
test undertakes to saD1ple' (Anastasi, l9S4, P• 97).
Darley and Moll (196o) were concerned apeciti cally with the size
of language aa111ple needed to o btain an adequate reliability coefficient
for mt.

They auanarized previous research 111ethodology b.r noting that

SOnJe inves\igators d o not specify their choice of Allpl e size, lil Ue
othera have used diftarent nu11bers ot sentences.

Darley ar¥i Holl concluded

from their reliab111 ty analysis that a SO-response sample

lC>

uld have an

estimated reliability coefficient of .85. adequate tor niost purposaSJ
however. this would deperv:l on the precision needed by an exa1iner in a
particular situation.

Theoretically, the larger the aanrple and the greater

rf1ar1ability.

the reduction i

the t1K>re closely the measure approaches the

10
child's "true" mean.

and analyze any

more

The

time

than 50

to recor d,

required, howover,

reaponsos

would make

l1a.Jl

transcri be•

ir:tprao tical as a

clinical tool.

Two studies (Piaher, 1934; f�inifie, Darley
report the

temporal reliability of the
reTeals the consistency

rGliabilitq,

the S8Tlle test

children did not
from

day to day.

con81ating ot

to

have

a period

over

Both studies
in

1963)

or test.-rotest

an individual's

appear to be Tery consistent

performance on

report that intlirtdual

their

lmguage usage

They (Minifie, et al.), do report, however, that measures
--

11toana of three

SO-reeponse

ssaples (15<> r"sponees appear

adequate reliability tor most research purposes.
The validity

an

ot time.

Temporal ,

r�rn.

ot

and Sheman,

attempt

ot MLR has been

questioned

b y many

to e�aluate �LR by outside criteria, studies

Sheman, Shriner and Silverman (1965), Shriner and
Shriner (1967).

It was assumed in

language �akes upon others might
Psychological

It vas asauned

rating
that,

not in agreement
present measures,
are neither

a higher

(1967),

ae the outside

re used to

could

be

nor valid for

of

language

de"f8lopmen\ were

concluded

that

determined b,y

es such as

mea sur

making suoh an aesAeSlllent.

"if

aesesenu.mt or l•nguage deTitlopl"lent,

a

judgments.

evaluate lietener•s

r ati n gs

with scale values

they concluded thnt

and

criterion.

assessment of children•a language as

then it

useful

we

designed by

were

Sheman

In

these etudi98 that the impression

serve

if observer's

vith

correlation

The refore,

�calos

investigators.

than

MLR had

an,y other predictor variabl e.

single measure is to
this one

MLR

(MLR) would

be

used

.rppear

�ost use1'ul aftong those studied" (Sherman and Shriner, 1967).

tor

to be the

1.1
In a related study

(Shriner, 1967)

four Unear-fltult1ple-regress1on

analyses were u•ed to determine the best composite
meaaurea, including

of se v eral language

!u.R, for pred icting psychological s cale values of

language devel.opraent for children o f four dif'terent age oategor!ee.
the y�eat .age group

(1119an

fom- years, aeven 1t1ontha),

age,

referred to as a nw>dified length-oollp].exity

index, also

•

For

new measure,

was evaluated.

The

results revealed tna� aa the mean age or the groups tor analysis increased,
HLR lost significance as a predictor; that 1s1
relationship

w•e

little systematic

obsel'Yed between the criter ion , itcale Yalues of language

development., and MLR tor children above the age of approxi111ately tiYe
years.

For children who were younger than five years., the beat single

predictor waa the length•OOfllplexity 11'¥iex
correlate highly vith both

MUt and With
(SCS).

structural oOMplexity ecore

The

(LCI).

This index did, however,

Tentplin'• 11ethod to r deriving a

SCS

as a

nteaa tn"e

ie baaed primarily

on the adult ltOdel for correct-neaa, with older children conforming raore
to thi• utodel.

(1967)

The results of Shri ner ' •
length does not appear t o be

•

study indi cated that response

aignifioant indicator ot expressive language

tor children who ara approxiNately five 7eare of age and older because of
I

increaaed response variability.

For ol.der children it. app ear s as if other

.factors such as those measured by the structural complexity score are
beginning to play
It

was

a more import.ant role tor asaesaing expreaaive language.

also reported in Shriner'•

(1967)

study that a modified length-

complexity index vaa the beat single p redictor for children who
younger than

5

years of age.

were
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The Length-Conrplexity Index (LCI) was synthesized by Shriner (1967),
based on the research of Henyuk (1964), Bellugi (1964), and Cazden (196$).
l� enyuk

noted that sentence complexity relates to more than sentence length J

it is aleo a function of

the

ability to apply increasingly differentiated

rules for generating sentences.

If

a

child uaos a rule to generate a

sentCJnce and then proceeds to conjoin two or poesibly three sir.iilar
sentences, the utterance would

be

obViously increasing in length; however,

the utterance -would not be increasing in complexity.
The scoring method for

the

LCI is derived 1'rol'4 Shriner (1967),

Bellugi (1964), Cazden (1965), Hurley (1967), and Miner (forthcoming).
The following are examples of the scoring method used in this study,
scored both as to ;·:J..Ji and LCI.

Symbols used are N(noun), M(any modifier),

A(article)1 ?(plural infi�C'tion), Poss(possessive inflection), Aux
(auxiliary). PrP(prasent participl�, V(verb), PreV(pre-verb), Ng(negative),
PP(past participle), and ?(question).
�Al-O'LE

SY.MOOI.S

Kitties
My lege
The nother cat•s tail
Big old dog's bones
He's going
He'd walked h�
I don•t want it
Ie ha going?

N + p
M + N + P
A+i1+N+Poss + N
M + M + N + Ppas + N + p
t� + Aux. + PrP
N + Aux. + PP + H
N + Aux. + Ng + V + N
Aux. + N + PrP + ?

The cOlllpl.ete

rule• tor

LCI

l
2
4
4
3

2
3
5
7
4

4
3

6
6

4

s

scoring the LCI will be found in

The .LCI as a language 11easure11Mtnt tool is still very
should permit refinenaent ot it..

i1iLR

new,

but

Appendix A.

.future

research

Ne vertheleas, the LCI does provide .ll'IOr e

information regarding the morphological and syntactical featuraa o�
children'• langu•g• than does either

n.R

or

While the LCI has been employed in

scs.

single

testing td.tuation, ii)s

temporal reliability is still an unanswered but researchable question.

cHAPTmi

III
�QUIP!-&::NT

SUBJECTS, PROCEDUR�,

Selection 2.£ Subjects
The seventeen subjects who participated in this study were children
They

living in Sullivan, Illinois trom September through December, 1967.
were selected on the baais of age,
auditory

sex,

intelligence, socioeconomic status,

acuity, physical status, and family language baokground.

These

criteria for the selection of subjects are discussed below.
A.

!fi! � _!!!.-There were s<lven maleo and ten females sel ected

on the basia of age and attendance at Kindergarten in the Sllllivan Public
Schools.

The Man CA for the males was five years, one rt0nth, with

range from four 7eara, eleven months

to .f'ive

year•, three months, and a

standard deviation ot one and one-halt monthe.

The mean

females was five years, two rrt0ntha, with a range
months

to ti•e

months.
CAs

years, tour monthe, with

There waa

no

a

f'rom

CA

for the

tour years,

ten

standard deviation ot two

atatiatically significant difference

of the males and fetnales.

a

bct-w1,,en the

The resulting student ! ratio was .44

(df•l5).
B.
ranged froo

Intell1genoe.--Initially, only those children whose scores
Ao-130 on the Peabody J>icture Vocabulary Test. {Dunn, 1965)

(a tost of recognition vocabulary)
study.
on

wera

considered for 5.nclusion in this

Thie cutoff score was used beca use the IQ equivalents obtained

tho Peabody tend t.o be •yste.at.ically

test such as the Stanford-Binet (1951).
13

;de;har

?he

than the IQ scores on a

mP.an

HA !or the

females

�as

f1Te years, three month•, with a standard dmation ot eight montha.
The mean IQ for the females was 101.4, with a standard deviation of
7.92.

The Man

MA ror

t.he ldlee was six years, two month•,

deviation of eight months.
standard deviation
in the

r�e

ot

S.4o.

The mean

IQ for

w1 th

a standard

the ules wae 111. n,

with a

There vaa • stati stioally aignitioant difterence

between 1Ml•• a nd remal••·

was significant bqond the .01 leTel.

The reeulting t ratio. of 2.55 (d.f•lS)
There vas alao a aigrdficant

The reau l ting

difference in the IQll between ntal... •rvi t..al•••

of 2.81 (df•lS) waa significant be¥ond the .Ol level.

t

-

ratio

There was a

statistically signitioant. diff erence between the CAs and the

MAs

of the

The resulting t raUo of J.90 (dt•l2) vaa significant beyond the

males.

.Ol level.
c.

and 2000

Hz.

H�arma.-A pure-tone audiomfttrie sveep-check at 500, 1000,
in both eare vas acbitiniatered to all childre,n.

andiometer, Model C cali bra ted to 1964

IOO

A

Beltone

standards, was used to present

2
the pure tone at a level of 25 dB. res .0002 dynes per crq •

No children

were eliminated tor participation in thie study on the basia of insllfficient
auditory sensitivity.
to

have essentially
n.

All children inol�ed

in

this study were considered

nomal be•ring for the speech .frequencies.

Phyaical irt.atua.--The subjects exhibited
I

r:k'>

obTious neurom�acul•r

in�lvementa 88 deterMined by obeerTat.ion or the e.xperirnen'ter.
E.

Fand.l:( languase backe:,oWtd.--No subjects caroe from hocoes

bilingual background.

popul.Btion,

8Ild

This particular conaunity

these children were excluded

has

trnm

with

a 1'tinority Amish

this study.

No subject

was a twin, since previous research has shown that t�in6 difter syst.enatically

fro11 the •normal' lUIU&• d•wlopwent pattern {Day, 1932J Davia, 1934).

Children who had a history

of

stuttering were alao excluded from the

study.
Soc!oecoDOllio •tatua.--The

F.

families of the subjects were

evaluated on the ba.S.a o� the Index of Status Characteri.tica (Warn.er, 1949).
There are three Mparate atepa in obtaining an Index of Status
Character1.Uoe to� -. individual or .r.uy. (1) Making
the primary rating• on the status characteristics which
are to 0011priae tbe Inda-uaually oecupation, eource ot
i ncome, house type, and dwelling area. (2) Securi.ng a
weighted total of tbNe raUnga. (3) Converaion of th i •
weighted total into • tornt indicating social-class
equivalence.

There are seven
pr opriet ors of

ocoupa\lonal

rat.inga ranging fl-om

large butd.ne•ae•' to

'unskilled

80urces of incorite rating• which ra.n ge

'profeeaional and

workers. •

There are seven

'inherited w ealth '

f'ram

relief.•

There are ••.,_ oat.1oriee of house type, ranging

houses

good condition• t.o 'all bo uaes in

in

meant tor

bad

to

from

•public
'large

cond1tion-dwell1nga not

homes,• and• seven.poini scale for rating dvel.ling areas.

The four categories are then 11ultiplied by
respect.1 v.iy.
ratings for

the

weigh ti ng numbers 4,J,312

The weight.et\ total Jtey be any nuntbar trot. 12 to 84.

8fl1

1nd1Yi®•l were

rating in the upper cl•a•) .

It

(the lowest in the lover ol•a•)•

all l' a,

he � uld

they ware

all

a

a 12 (the highest

71s, he Would rate an 84

Children ware rando11ly aelect.ed from a

list or all t1Te-7ear-old ohild.ren attending
was assumed that suah

ge t

If the

in

Sullivan, Illinoi•.

It

procedure would r e sult 1n croas-eectional sampling

ot the eocioeconond.c level• present in that 00011nunity.

It did not,

however, a• all subject.a tended to fall at level two

below.

seventeen subjects were leTel five, lower clas�.

or

Ten

One eubjeot was

of

iihe

upper

l.6
middle claas, and the r•aining a1x were lover aiddle and upper lover cl&ss.
Procedures

Language s•plaa were elicitod fr0t11 each child on three separate
occaaions.

Hall'

ot the subjects were tested in the morning, and halt were

tested in the afternoon.

Two examiners were utilised to elicit the

verbalizations1 each exmd.ner saw the same Qhild on each of the three
testing situations.

Both exafldnere were experienced. in eliciting child

language 11-.plu by "fiJotae ot their therape11tic and academic background.
The thr" spMOh IMllllples

The dl.ll'ation vaa abort enough

lK>

were

elicited within a ten-day period.

that JIQ&turational intluenoes on verbal

output was aeaumed \o be negligible.

Sixty Yerbal reaponaes were elio.1.ted

fron each child.
The experillenter constructed three sete or stimulus pictures judged
by university 8J>MOh pa\hologists to be ot interest to t1.ve-7ear-olds.
There vaa a random Ol'der ot presentation between eets of picturee, but the
order of preaenta\ion ot pic�ures within a set waa conetant.

These pictures

were t•ken from pre-pr1.llers of several basic reading series.

The pictures

vere preeented to the child one at a time, and he was allked •to tell •
story about the pict.ur..'

In instances where tho child had difficulty

responding to th e pictures, the ex81-1iners atterapted to stimulate conversation
by interjecting such quest.ions as 'h'hut else is happening in this picture? 1
�aoh

eenion was tape recorded

model T-1500.

The

on a Wollensak tape recorder,

experimenter listened tJ> the tapes end transcribed the

first 6o responses elicited fl"Oll'l each cM.lct for eoch of tho three recording
sessions.

The first ten verbalization.<> wore discarded ooca11se t hey tend
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'9 be 8ho�er and less complex th an later reaponaes (McCarthy, 1930).
�8'U'ell from anal.yeis tor ea ch speech ffmwpl.e

length of

reeponae (MLR)11 standard

nmber ot

total

ll!Orde

a.plai\y index

('nnf),

{LCt).

elicited

deviati on of

includ ed

ramponM length (SD-RL).

numhar of ditterent vorda

The rules for

OOftlf)uting

(NDW)

and length

the MLR have been

detiJWd by T 811J>l1n (1957), following the �1cCarthy
r\Slee t01r NDW and 'l'NW or tYJ)G-token ratio

mean

( 19�)

are defined

p rocedure.

by lfiller

The

(1951).

is the ratio ot the n1.mber of d ifferen t vorda (t.ypea)
the total n11mber of words (tokens) in the pass age • • • •
One ditticulty Vith the type-token ratio is that it gets
IJUller as the Bise of the saMple gets hiBger. It the
paaaage oontaine only one word, thie one word ia one type
and one token and so the 'M'R must equal l.oo.
It the paaeage
consie t a of two •rd \okena, these two tokena ¥1.ll probably
be different types . We must take a passage of about 10
tokens be.tore one type occurs 11iore than once. Aa \he leng1ih
of the pa88age is increased it becOl'les raore likely that
words will be repeated •nd leas likely that new, unuaed words
will occur.
The Tftl
to

The rules for scoring the LCI were developed independently by Cazden

(1965),

Bellugi

(1964),

Hurley

(1967) and Shriner (1967)

and

then

synthesized by Miner (to:rthooming).

Recorder Rel1ab1llt.1
Reoorder reliability wae
examiner•s

abili'y

verbal response 111
represent. breaks

two

to

estilllated

in order to detemine the

identif'.y spoken reeponeea .

•ometiMea difficult to

between

What constitutes a

detel"N1nea

(a) not all pauses

responee•J (b) aoMe reapon11es are 11.ad.e up of

abort •ntenc••J and (o) a single response may 1nolude

thought

oon tent.

well the

examiner

responses.

The

McC.n.hy (1930) procedure v••

• change

1n

ueed to deterraine hf.)W

agreed with other obeerYW• in identifying spoken

The ex•iner am two other observara, profeesor� in speech

18
pathology with experience in scoring child language samples. irxiependentl.Y
recorded the first

JS remarks of three five-year-old subjects.

5ach
1

observer independently lietoned to the tape-recorded speech a•mple tor
three children and prepared a written soript of what he considered to

35 reRtarks uttered.

repreaent these

The number of agreements and

disagreements between the wcaniner and each of t.he other two observers
were tabulated

for each subject.

There was a 7&fo agree:rient among the e:icperimenter a nd two independent
observers relative to the transcription of the utterances of each of
three subjec ta .

Further analysis of this data revealed difi'erences

bGtween the experinlenter and the independent observers were due to

ditterent Yi.eve

on aegmentation of utterance• rather than dift'erenoes in

le.xi.eel iteroa.

These difforencea in segmentation were factored out, and

the percenta&e or agreement was recomputed .

was 99%.

The resulting

agree"'9nt score

This was interpr"ted to l:'lean that there was a high percentage

o! agreement between the experimenter and the independent recorders,
except on the matter of

sogmentation.

examina the operational definition
for HIB and LCI.

For the

Therefore, it vas naces�ry to re

of what constitutes an utterance, both

lltt"1, the experimenter used the Templin (1957)

de!'inition of "per-breath utterance."

For the LCI, the intent of the

measure ia to analyze a child's grammatical rules for his deep structure,
not his surface structure.

Soroet:lraes an utterance will ext.end acrosa

a pause in order to corqplete

the grc1r1c1atical unit.

Many times the

sentence

and the per-breath utterance will be the same language seg111ent, but not
always.

Th• experimenter discussed the operational d�nitions of the

19
MLR and LCI w1th the two independent observers and all agreed that these
were valid procedures to foll.ow.

Consequently, it was concluded that when

the independent observers follow the same operational definitions for
transcribing utterances, the utterances can be reliably transcribed !"rOCll
tape recordings as evidenced by the

99%

agreement obtained.

Scorer Reliaoilitz
Int.rascorer agreettent for the experi1'enter was found tor two
verbalization meaauresz

M.Ul and LCI.

Front

\he typed speech samples the

experimenter reseored JCX> responses trom six ditferent subjmcte, for both
Mean Length

or Re�oniM and Length-Complexity Inda:.

The obtained

Pearson T>roduct Morqont Correlation Coefficient between the .first and
aeoond acoringe were l.oo, for both 199aeures, shOWing the experimentsr
was satiBtactorily consistent

in scoring responses.

Inter-scorer agreement for the experitr1enter and one independent
observer vere obtained for both Mean r..ength of Response and
Complexi ty Index.

Length

Scoring of the LCI takes B01H orientation

rules, therefore only one observer was utilized.

to

COlllplax

'ftds independcmt.

observer rescored 2<X> responses fron !our different children.

The

resulting Pearson Product Moaaent Correlation Coefficient between the
first arxl second seorings waa 1.00, indicating perfect agreement between
two examiners.

CHAPTI§t IV
R&SilLTS Alfi DISCUSSION

Results
The tenrpor3l reliability for the MLR and the LCI were computed
by

19�1).

means or the Intracla ss Correlation Coefficient ( Ebel,

resulting correlations are indicated in Table

The

1.

TABLE l
INTRACLASS OORRELATION COEFfl'ICIENTS FOR

Mm AND LCI

Language Measure

r

aw

.85
LCI

.92

. eo

The first correlation coefficient (r ) was computed to eTalua te
1
the reliability of

an individual ' s respons�s on subeequent reteste of

single 50-reeponee language samples.

Inspection of ( r ) in Table l
1

reveals a highe·r temporal reliability for the LC! than the !1LR.
is interpreted to

moan that a COl!)posito linguistic analyeis of length

and complexity will yield a
child• s

Thia

more consistent picture of

verbal output than wil.l a

measure

of length

an

indi'Yidual

alone.

The second coefficient (r
) was OOfGputed to detemine the gl"Oup
ave
reliability ot averages over three trials for both language naeasures.
20

21
The (r

over

ave

) differs frOfll (r )
1

three trials,

in

that it

whereas (r1 ) is

higher correlation for

on a group,

as

opposed

ave

) in

groups.

that the

coof':f'icients are higher for

both

1t1easuree

child ' s

language aa111ple ia

Consequently,
of

language

In other woroe, it

vorbal

of

Clinically 1 the q>eriroenter • s

of an il¥iiv1dual ' s linguistic

evaluations

ar9

concerned with

is :1.Jnport.ant to know how

individuals,

representative

a

his deily' verbal per!'onoance over time.

Table l reveals that the LCT

maturity

slightly

maan

This is interpreted

greatest concern ie with the consis te-ncy

not

Table l reveals a

to an individual basis.

performance, ( r ) , since
1

consistency

to

LCI than :-�LR.

reliability corrGl.at.ion

temporal

a measure of group consistency

a measure of individual

Inspection of (r

over three trials.

is

is

a more consi stent

measure

than MLR .

Derived l!flan scores

and

standard

deTiations

for r-lIR and LCI are

reported in Table 2.

TABLS 2
Kut AND LCI scom� FOH EACH $.AMP.I.I TIME

Language ?1oasure

}fill

M

Time 2

Time l
SD

5• .34

r
..
cr

M

Time 3

M

SD

1.43

5.11

1 .02

5.65

1.08

l.L,9

5.7L.

1.12

6.)9

i.20

Inspection of Table

2

reveals that

very closely the data reported by Templin
and socioeconomic status.

SD

the

derived fl.LR scores approximate

(1957.

P•

79), for

this age group

Furthermore the LCI mean scores are consistently

22
higher than �;fLR mean

scores,

because complexity
Rank

included in the scoring syetem.
three sample times,

as well a s

length is

ordering the mean scores tor the

it should be noted that the

highest

mean score

obtained in Sample 3, followed by Sample 1, and then Sample 2.
effort to assess the significance of the dif'ference
scores

for the three sample

both the

�q.,n

and the LCI.

timee,

student !

teat.a were

consputed for

aad that

MI.a

Thia ia interpreted to

each language measure the derived mean scores

significantly di!ferent

an

the mean

The resulting t ratios within both the

and LCI were nonaignificant, len than l.OO.
that w:l thin

between

In

vae

this population

was

were

m�n

not

homogeneous in

their

responses fro� sample to sample.
A further analysis

was

11ade in order to determine

within and bet\loen the tvo language

measures.

Product Ho11ent Correlation Coefficients are
TABLI

The

the

correlations

resultin& Pearson

raported

in Table J.

3

WITHIN AND B�� CORRB:LATION COEFF ICIENTS
lt.,OR Mill AfID LCI

MLR-2

MLR-3

LCI·l

LCI-2

LCI-3

78

.64

.99

.19

.65

46

.1R

.96

.

�:I.R-J

-

.65

.49

.9 1

LCI-1

--

-

.19

.69

-

-

Heaaure

i·\LR-1

.

HLT?.-2

.

--

LCI-2
*l'

• .48 at 5%

level,

and .61 at l% level (d!•l.5}

h8

. 53
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Inspection ot

Table 3 reveals a

and between the t,., l•nguage

between

�� Sample l and

is taken,

only
would

correlations

Sal'lple J.

99.

If' one language saple

to .46.

seple

1 am

nor S•ple 2 correlate

with each

aT11ples .

ltowever,

the LCI

are highlT correlated suggesting

11

that whatever

correlations tor single

sample responses

mea

ot

analysis, oliniei ans and

sures .

reintorcee the

of language de�•lopaent May

be

researchm-•

can

eese11s

and

LCI.

other.

NLR-3

variable(s)

The

variation

importance o�

deterritining the teltpOJ'al reliability ot any language measure.
type

MLR

highly with

2 correlate hi.ghly

111 reY&aled within

is

The variation in

J tor both

to �ample

affected Sallpl.e ) , the effects are revealed in both

in

correlations

These range• 1nnuence

measures.

or the

related

be

neither Sample 1

However, Saple8

same pattem

•

to conclude that the correlation

reliability

obtained seems to

Note that within MtR

and LCT-3

is

because ot the range � .99
the

correlations within

For example, the Pearaon !

Inspection ot other single

the interpretation ot

The

LC! Sample 1

th11 111.ght lead one

always be high.

deceptive

measures.

ot

wide range

By

this

whether measures

considered reliable.

Discussion
There

·
are

ee"NJ'al factors t..o ccnsider in

One is the probleua ot examiner bias.
different

ex•iners obtain

variables

interact

with sa11ple
the

lowest

three since

obaervod.

There is the

pouibil.1ty that

different. results, especially

with subject

Son1e intertening

interpreting the data.

and

variable

1!

exan1iner

stisulllus variables (Cowan � .!!.• • 1967 ) .

appear s to

have in.O.uenced

the obtained correlations

the

correlation

for this sample

It is hypothesized that these

title are

low correlations

are

a

result of a time differential between the a.ntpl• tillee.

Kxll!d.ner

Ill

elicited suple• � and three on conMcut-ive days, vhile Exa111ner
hed a five da7 period between Samples two end three.

lxniner

#2

11 was

ill during the tald.ng ot SaMple three aleo, and the questions interjected
by her were not ot the aa111e quality •• du.ring the other two aes•iona.
Another problem of int.erpretat.ion ie that ot stimulus nsaterial biae.

Very tew studiea haYe used the 881'19 stimulus ..aterial to elicit verbalizations.
'nle aets of

pictures

u•ed ••Y not. have been the most interes ting to children

ot t.hia age-group, deepite the tact that. they wen

eo

judged by the

Thi• tutor underscore• the need to develop a lltandardised

upe.ri11enter.

proaedlJ.J"8 for elio1Ung verbalisation• in children.·

Media studies are now

underway which •hould indicate which e\111ulus •aterial at110ng to7s, st.ill

picturu, and l'IOTS.ea produce t.he most wrbalizat.1.one in ohildren
(Strandberg, Kint.un, torthooming ) .
A fourth variable

to

data is that ot u!S1ple size.

be considered in the interpretation ot the
There were only •event.en subjects available

tor analysis, all or whom •t the criteria tor participation in \his

!'tnd;y.

The factor of smple sise, for ex&11pl.e, eould account, in part, tor

dLfterencea between this st.udy and the one repor

t.J

Sber1t1an

(196J).

the ¥.LR (r )
1

•

The·

.82,

by M1n1tie, Darley and

obtained intraclass correlation coeftioient for

in contrast. to the (r )
1

"' .65 in this study.

Besides

ditteNncee in aa.ple sise, it :taut alao be remembered that t�heir subj ects
were aligh\ly older and represented ditterent. aocioeoononio levels.
· there were only MY911\Mn aubjee\ia in the study,
analysed.
impression.

2,5SO

While

sentences vare

So the sample size is not as 8Mall as 1t ·111ght aµpear on first

A fifth v�iable, which became evident after t.he saapl.es were
elicited, was the HA difference between the males and the females in the
The Idles had significantly higher MA ' • than the females. alt.bough

s.ple.

there were only 86Ven 111alea and ten f..al •••
The uae of MLR in languav,e analysis OOllt.iJmea because McCarthy
declared that

no

measure aeenas to have aup1H11aeded it "for a reliable,

easily detemined, objective, quantitative, and easUy understood aeaau.re
of linguistic 11taturity• (McCarthy•

19S4, P• SSC>).

The tact

remains•

however, that after HLR is computed, all the olinici•n has is a nWJterical
soore for linguistic per.f'ormance.

rt

t.el.111

nothing about the grammatical

structures a child has, or his ability to generate grammatical rules.
When the LCI ie computed, its greater temporal reli ability, as
indicated in Table

1,

shows

it to be a more stable indicator of a child ' s

verbal 111aturity than tha MLR.
its linguist.ic analysis.

The examiner haa more in.forma tion tram

Computation of the

LC!

takes more skill and

orientation on the part of the examiner, but the results juetify the
tble spent.
therapy.

In addition, it has profound 1mpl1eat1ons tor planning

For ex�le, inspection of the

noun

phrase index (NPI) and

the verb phrase index (VPI) should indicate the child' s responae
strengths and weaknesses.

If he has raore

VP's than NP• s it Jlight

to begin therapy with teaching the developl'llent ot U P ' a.

be

wise

It a child has

a rule for NP• s wh ich is A + N, and another rule which is M + N, the
clinician may wish to begin teaching with the NP rulea
Other therapy approaches can be considered.

A + M + N

•

NP.

If a child ha11 a rule for
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generating a noun,

does he slso use the ru.le for forr.d.ng plurals or the

possessive form of that notm?
the present and past tenses?

If he produces a verb, does he use both
Does he use auxiliaries?

Auxiliaries must

be mastered before grammatically acceptable questions can be produced.
The LCI
irapairment.

could be applied to other categories of language

In aphasia, it would be import.ant to know what linguistic

rules exist following neurological damaee.
the LC! approach should help

to

W'ith akillflll interpretation .

dietingu1 sh between those children vho

are delayed in language development , and those vho are disordered. 1n
their language development.

�Ut'NAHY AND OONCUlSIONS

�Ul'IJl'll8rz
The purpose of t.hi1 study waa to determino the teat-r<ateat
reliability or a new measure or children ' s l•nguAie, the Length-Complexity
Index

(LCI).

For tho LCI

to be

considered a reliable measure, it ia

necessary that several language samples taken over a period of

tbta

yield

similar resulta.
A

roviev of the literature revealed that Mean Length of Reaponae

(MI.Ji) was the measure traditionally used to analyse th& Yerbal output of'
children.

r2R

Tenplin (19!)7 ) .

was

developed by McCarthy ( 1930)

Men,yuk ( 1964)

noted

aore than aen1;ence lengt.hJ it is
to

and

atand.ardi11ed by

that sentence cooaplexity relates to

also a

function of the child ' s ability

•ppl.Y increasingly differentiated rules for generating sentences.

a child uses a rule

to

generate a sentence

snd then

If'

proceeds to conjoin

tvo or possibly three similar sentcmces, the utterance would be obviously
increasing in length; however the utterance would not

be

increaai� in

complexity.
Shriner (1968) , in an oxtensi.ve review or the literature, questioned
the adaqu.acy of the

}�LR

language rac.111ty.

A

Length-Complexity

Index

as a means of measurine developmental changes in

new naeasure of children' a linguistic maturity• the
(LCI ), was developed by Shriner (1967 ) .
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The

LCI

had it• origin in the recent developments in structural linguistics
(Sht-1ne- and Sherman,

1967) .

or linguistic perf'orrdnc.9
togetbel'.

It

in

I t purports to be a more sonsitive measure
children by

analysing length and complexity

vae alao reponed in Shriner ' s (1967) study that a modified.

LOI v.. the beat single predictor of language maturity for children vho
were .tive 7eara of age and younger.
measure

The teraporal reliability of thie

had not been determined until this time.
There were seventeen subjects who participated in this atuctr,

..Te
n aale• and ten females.

The subjects vere n.ve-7ear-old children

attending Kindergarten in the Sullivan,

ot the eubjeota had
•• ••sured on the

nomal

Peabody

Illinois Public Schools .

Each

hearing, average or above average intelligence
?1.cture Vocabulary Test.

(Dunn , 1965),

no

obT1.oua neuromuscular disorders, and American English family language
background.

None were twins, or had • history ot stuttering.

ca.e from Niddle or lawer class socioeconomic level

All subjects

tarn111es.

Language samples were elicited trom these children on three separate
occasions 1f1thin a ten-day period

by twt> ex•inera.

The stimulus material

conet7Ucted to elicit the verbaliz ations coneisted of three sets ot pictures
judged to be of interest to five-year-old children.

the language saples or three children were transcribed independently
by th• axa.iner and ttlt> professors in speech pathology.

There was

agreement aitong the tbr.. judges on the transcription f'l"oro tapes.

76%
There

wee a di.ff'erenoe in the segnwmtation of utterances among the experillenter

and th9 two independent recorders, rather than dittsrencae on lexical item s.

The di tferenoes in segmentation were

eliminated

,

and the percen�e of'
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.grMrtent. vas reooaputed.

The re•ulting agreement score was

99%

tor all

three reoardera.
Intraacorer
oorrela\ion ot
both the
was

.99

rules,

agreement

r • 1.00.

mA and I£I.

tor Miit .

for the HLR and

LCI

was .tound to have a

The experimenter r.-anal.7sed

JOO sentences for

The resulting Pearaon r between independent
-

Sino•

scoring of the LC! takes

80ll9

orientat.1.on

one independent scorer re-analysed 200 sentences.

correlation between the independent. scorer

which indioated

agreement

perteet

and

The

language euplea.
a Reasure ot •

on

to complex

Pearson

the e:q>erisenter vae l.OO,

in the •pplicati.on of LCI scoring rules.

The intracl.••• correlation ooetticient tor MLR vas
individual child ' • re11pc>nses

recorder s

!:. • .65 tor

subsequent retest.a or single

the

50-reeponae

This indicates \he considerable variability

ot MLR

aa

ohil.d'• daily verbal output.

The intraol••• oorrelation coefficient for the LCI waa r
-

• .80

tor the 1nd1Tidual child ' s response• on aubaeqgent retesta of aingle

SO-respoDM
aasure

the

lanauage aaaplas .

Tho resulta indioat.e that as a language

WI 1• not as variable as the MLRJ th•t.

it

tends to 11easure

children'• language output oore reliably over time. Thia is interpreted

to •an that a oomponte linguistic analysis of lengt.h and co11plexity will
yield a

more oon8istent picture ot

an 1 ?¥t1vidual child ' s verbal

output

�han

will a measure ot length •lone.
There are

measurement
cONputed.

tool.

many implications for
Both

numeric

therapy using the LCI as a

and linguistic analyses ot t.he LCI can be

The nu..ric procedure ldY be utilised

aa a pre-

and ooat-test

ot developllerltal changes occurring ae a result or 11aturation and therapy.
This technique enables

the

clinician

to

quantity

th•

qualitat.ive

aepeota

or verbal

ln9(>8Ct1on ot

maturity.

the

noun

phl'•se ind.ex (NPI) and the

verb phrase index (VPI) should identify the reapoNle variability in a
child ' s verbal
clinician

Ir a child

output,

might

vant to

well to

begin

more NPs and VPs, the

inareasa his client•s verbal maturity by

teaching the child to embed NPs
becott• ! .!!! � kittz.

produced

in

VP2•

In

this raanner, � kitty

ean

If more VPs than NPs are generated, it might

be

languaue therapy by teaching the development of HPs.

In linguistic analysis of the child ' a output, it liOul.d be
important to identity those generative

rules which

are restricted to a

child ' s grammar, tho•• utterances which are considered ungral'!lf!J8t1cal by
adult
VP

English

standard.a, such •• � 12•

constructions

levels

for that

another NP rule
of

can

be viewed as a tentatiw

the

hierarchy

li.t o! NP

end

of deYelopr.tental

It a child hae a rule tor NP Which is A +

child.
M +

lurthermore,

M, where � kitty becootea � yellow Jdtt,y.

and

N,

Knowledge

the child ' s env.1.roment and the relat1Te frequency or ooourrence ot

English vords (Thorndike, 1944) should indicate which specific words
teach.

Other therapy �proachea should also be oonsidered.

child has a rulo for generating a noun.,
possessive

fom8

ot that noun?

doea

he •lso

use

•

the plura1

It he produces a verb, doea

the present and past tenses of that Yero?

It

be

to

UH

end

both

lloea he also use awd.liariea?

Awdliaries •uet be mastered before grammatd.call.y acceptable quea�iona can
be produced.
The LCI

procedure can

language ift1p•irment.

In raental retardatJ.on1

which grannatical rulse
his

erbal

'Y

maturity.

•l1JO be applied

a

child

With

to other

the

cateaoriea of

clinician ehould know

possesses betore attempting to expand

ald llfill.

interpretation the

LCI

approach should

.n
help distinguish batweon the child who is delayed in hie language
development and the child who is disordered in language development.

Conclueione
From the results of the present study on its temporal reliability,
the

LCI

l«>uld

8891!1

to be a more reliable naeasure of verbal output. in

children than the !1Ut.
by Shriner

(1967)

FurthermQre, on tho basis or prerlous research

it would seem to be the beet single measure ot a

child ' s l anguage abilities.

Implications tor turther research
-

There are many 1t1plications for further research aa a result of'
thia study.

The study should be replicated with a large number of subjects

in the hope of establishing some norms !or the

using chil.dren or different age levels.

LCI.

It shoul.d be repeated

If tJlis were done, it would

enable the t.herapi•t to compare a specific child with a large number �
peers as Templin (1957) did with the t!LR.
The weighting and scoring syst.. of the atruot.ural co11plexity part
ot

the LCI needs

further research.

J.lany quest.ions have arisen concerning

pronouns, possessi.Tes, levels of nagatives, levels o! queet.1.ons, and
irregular verbs.

The sequence of emergence o! verbs has not been

established completely, and until it has, scoring or the past tenses of
irregular verbs remains difficult.
There also needs to be a standardised procedure for ellci ting
verbal raapon•es from children.

At the present there is sign1£1cant

variability among oxaminers, stimul.us materia ls and subjects ( Cow.1m

1967) .

� !!•i

)2
The size or the language sample necessary to oompute a valid and

LCI

reliable

is another unanswered, but researchable question.

thi e issue is examined, the
Darley and Moll
ot

50

re9p0neee

(196o).

Until

! priori aasWRption is to follov the lead of

They conclude that the average of three samples

each would

detel"lline a ohild ' a "true" HLR, depending on

the degree of precision iweded by the reHarcher.

There ia

no reaaoning

to •upport the interenc• �t the MLR aise ot language •ample• should
aleo prove "to be 1Haningful for the LCI.

It doe•

ae•

plau•ibl••

however, to aa8Ulle that the lU"ger the H11ple, tne 110re closely the LC!
•eaeure approachea the "true" mean for a specific child.
'fhe present LOI waa developed for an.lysia with a rando111 aelec'U.on
o! 111dvestern, white children.

It presuppo••• that the generatiYe rulu

tor this particular dialeot group and its eequential develoJ)!lellt ia known.
It the LCI ie to be applied

to a ditf'erent dialect,1 the exand.ner 11uat

fir•t identity what different rules tor generating sontencN exist in
that

dialect.

dialects

muat

Therefore , the propriety ot generalizing the LCI to other
•till be examined.

APP�mrx

SC.ORHU .PROCEOURE.S

TRANSCRTBUll THE REm>OHStS.

FOR LCI

Record precisely, paying particular

attention to in!lected endings, p ause s and repetitions.

Mark off each

incomplete or col1plete sentence (not per breath utterance as in
with hash marica
number 1.

( /) .

liLH)

Number each sentence consecutively beginning with

In each sentence, underline NP with a single line and VP
1
2

with a double line.

WORD COUNT.

( same

Subject and predicate contractions count as t'liiO

as MLR procedure ) .

vorda

Note, some onntract1ons occur 1n spoken English

that are not considered grammatical in written Englishs

it' s, it'll, ve•re,

we'll , that • s, that'll , what • s , what'll, you •ve, you'll'

I 'm.

they're, they 'll, she • a, she'll, he's, he'll,

I ' ll'

who ' s, who ' ll, mine ' ll

mine • s, l«lere • s , where'll, I •d, you ' d, he'd, she'd, it•d, they 'd, we • d.
Contractions of the verb and negative are counted

as one words

didn' t, aren' t, von•t, don't, can't, ain • t , wo uldn't, co uldn ' t• shouldn't,
isn•t.
Hyphenated words and compound muns,

particularly proper nouns

designating a single object, are counted as einaJ.e words:

merry-go-round,

cowboy, bubblegum, Miss X, doughnut, ABC's, jack-o-lantell\, kool-aid,
Santa Claus, Mother Goose.
Starters are eliminated and not scorP-ds

hey, cause,

well,

Mias x.

ohj and, then,

mw,

However, if any or these words serve a

JJ

um,

sequencing function rather than as eta�rs, they should be included and
counted.
All prepositions are counted

(A)

except

in the toll.owing situatioruu
I t 11

when it is considered part or the infinitiYe conatructiona

ready � eat;

I

like

and is ellipticala

� �·

(B)

When i t i e the last _,rd in a sentence

Me want !2; I like �·

Omit word and/or phraae repetitions when

(A)

the same word 1�

repeated 5evoral conaecutive tii.es, count the word only once .
a phrase is repeat.ed, oount

1 t.

(B)

When

only once unleas one or more words ia

different; in that case, count only the phrase with the highest LCI

point value.
count the 'WDrd

(C) If

a word repetition occurs within a phrase repetition,

only once.

repetition, count onl,y

(E)

(D)

If a contraction i s separated in a phrase

the phrase repetition Vith the highest LCI score.

Repetitions for effPhaais or constituting a dystluency should be

Proper nmea in appositi on are elirn1natod :
doing?

Mister, you got a fiat tire.

� PHRASE.

Adjectives which are functioning as nouns are

counted as resid.ina in tho noun phrases

Pronouns serving
phrases•

Jos!2�• what are you

in the

Some

noQinative

more red; big fat two.

function are counted

as noun

I don ' t know what to do; l see it.
Noun phraaea are not COll.81dered

Pauses frequently

Bellugi

(195.1.. )

NP as a

sentence

to extend

"8ke strQcture s ambiguous.

across pausea.

Furthermore, Brown and

present a strong case for the paychological unity or the

underlined words

conatiuent.
Thia is

-

In the tollOWing ••ntffnce, count

.! dog.

only

the

JS
co unted

N + N combinations are

Score

es

watch,

picture

one point :

The intent h<are,

incorrectness,
Your

3hirt

•

counted

ac-::ording to r.a�en

but

to give

cred

It

was

-

it

only if

(196.5), ia

the cox•.rect. term

not t.o

ie

llSed.

penalize for

only whore the •t.ruot11re

conaidored a
�

Pl1iraJ. inflections

a

-

are

reduct.ion of ot in
---

ie

clAars

appropriately
phr�se

man,
as

not counted separately for

plural form� and

P(pl1,1ral

assigned

a

scissors,

_

--

f'�w words

whiol'l

pante.

/+s/, /+z/, or /+ ea/.

men; child, ohildren.

e."tarnpl �s <'.ind

A(article),

some a this

......._

back,.

f»lost nouns forN their r>lu:·als by addiA:lg
A fsw nouns �.h;.&nga .forou

a reduction

-

are .frequently utilized only ss pluralized nouns:

pronoun) ,

bird, wrist

ar�icle when it is obviousl/

an

and a reduction of it in take

Noun

};IP index.

2 points; you shirt • 1 point.

anoth"lr word.

considered

the

store.

pronouns are

1\ is not counted as

of

stove, tel.ephcne t»Ul, tree

candy aane, d9J)artment
Progressive

as single nouns on

These should be

scored

as 2

points.

Symbols:

weights.

inflection), Poas(poasessive

1�(noun or
inflection).

Prp(prepoeition).

Symbols

&xample.s

A
M

big, white�

N

A+JI
t�+w

N+P

an, an, the

dog,

dish

the do1

big dog
dogs

N+Poss
A+M+N

clog ' $

A+N+P

thA big dog

Score

such

l

2

1

2

2

2

2

)

the doge

3

A+lf..Poss

the dog ' •

r:+N+P
M+N+Poes
Prp+A+N

big

)
)
l
3

doga

big dog ' •
by the dog

Symbols

Ex.amplea

?�+M+N

big

wh i te dog
the big dogs
the dog • a diab
the wh1 te dog' 9
the big white dog

A+M+N+P
A+N+Posa+K
A+M+N+Poea
A+J.f+M+lf
A+M+N+Pose+H
ll+M+N+P
A+M+M+M+H

the big dog ' s dish
big wh1 te dogs
the great big old dog
a big old dog t s dish
a big dog' s dishes

A+M+M+N+Poas+N
A+M+W+Poee+N+P

VmlB PHliABI.

An

- ---

+ed, +a, or

suffix sre
pest tense,

is

said.

+ing.

Other

this

is considered

is that the

the varb

and not

a preposition.

not scored.

P'urthe:rmore,

standing for

an

Only

the

considered

part ot

the

problem of

question or

other

ertoct the

is

intonation,

not

it is an

rale

this

tense verb.

same

as sayed

this ease ie

elliptical

expression

particular prepaoaitiona are

are not, especially tor cases
the

sentence, "� ,2.!:!! mine, •
would

of the expression

exists relative to the rule

a tapeecript.

verbal

depend on such

b1 the child and

ot counting only

in the

This procedure

ara cowited.

determinable through

Preverba are frequently observed

tho

scored.

example, in

normal usage

Frequent

considered to be part

whether the verb is g_ick or I?ick �

considerat.iona

exception

since

and when the;y
For

to

regular past

a

Thus, the word to in

deciding when

the verb

than the infinitive.

faetors as

not

eption

word to

lexical verbs and oonnectivea

eliminates

other

the

the word !2,,

i.nf'initi..-e, ie

be

s
6
6
6

they may be in

exc

The

1l
4
4
4
s
5

suffix.

possess a

to

to

a suffix.

even though

word is in

In 1ntin1t1Te constructions,
of

one lacking

verbs,

Said
is considered
-

-

The rationale tor
and thus

unmarked verb is

are considered umarked verbs.

the word

Score

One

notable

lexical verbs.

output ot

children.

Since
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they indicate the trens1t1onal development of
foms, credit !o'l'

as 1 point.a.

this performance should be given.

it is on the

•-

cont.ribute some a11b1g u.it7,

halfu.

a verb ia counted

• acore ot

11 eimilarl,y

t4c]_mrny

In

side ot the pause ·as its subject.

� !!!!-1'.!! � on, � receives
Her
-

Score au preverba

go ma, oughta , shoulda, coulda, voul.da, and

Since pauses alva7a
only 1.t

a grannatioal rule for verb

in

wanna,

wanna-hold

tlrl.••
- -

Tho

!! �

turkez, .!!!
In

they

verbs in eaoh phrase are counted separately.

the

� each rece1 ve l point..

caH of a compound predicate, both verbs are counted if

receive the

is counted.

and

In

same

score; if no�, only the verb

closest to the subject
2 points.

Som4\bodz JUlllps !!!! bites, each verb receives

In

.!:!!!.! comin& !!!'!!. get out,

or

).

No penalty

firet

only t.he

This rule pre"fWft\8 any

penalty

for

ia 0011puted for errors.

obvious approxil•
l tione
unique

In !2!! .!!!

are tabulated.

V8rb

i• counted, tor

a correct

Only

usage of

ellipsis.

correct responses

The verb phrase weights

construction• are indicated as followss

verb is scored as two points (verb+Past Tense ) .

a score

I doed ,

for

or
aome

it broked.

He ' s upped

•

Each

3 ( a ux+V+Pst) .

Scoring of verbs presents roaey complex and subtle problems.
Regular verba usually form the past
look-looked.

tense

difterently1

run-ran, corae-came,

Score all irregular past tense verbs as
incongruous 1n

some situations

receives only l point..

about

adding +eds

Each past tense suffix recei vea one point..

verbs indicate tense

known

by

the

ainoe doed

Thia paradox

emergence

1 point.

can

Thia

may aeem
points and

resolved

of verb fonns in children.

Irregular

think-thought.

r eceives two

only be

j ump-j umped,

after

Given

did
-

more is

this information,

one should be able to assign weights to the three tor.a ot the past
tenae ( past, perfect and past perfect) •nd two for11• or the future tense

(future and tutu.re .perfect) .

The moat important. coneideration until 110n

definitivo developlMJltal information exista 1s that the clinician be
consistent in hie eoorin& procedure.
Verb pbraae exaplea aoo aa•igned

veighta. Syr:abolea

V(verb ),

Pl"Pt{present participle), Aux(auxil1ary) , P(plur&L), PeT(paat tense ) ,

PreV(preverb) , PP(Paat participle).
Soor•

gonna
go, ia, j Untp

PreV
v

V+P
Pr?t
.lux+PrPt
Aux+PP
Aux+V
Aux+PreV+V
Awt+Aux-t"V+Ptl't
V+V
J.ux+PrPt.+V
Aux+PP
Aux+Aux+V+PrPt
Aux+J>rP\+V+V
Hegati.vea .

l

goes; j..-pa

l
2

going, jumping

2

1• going

3

had jm1ped
oan jump
is gonna go
could have gone
try to go

• going to get
have arrivod

3
2

J
4
2

4

3
could haw been going S
am going to try to tk S

The following point system tor nega tivea and questions

was baaed on tihe research of Bellugi (1966).

Four difforent point leTela

are operationally defined as regards the 11eaga ot negatives.
The negation appear• either at t.he beginning or at the end of' the

utterance, not within, and consists of !!2 or
sentence.

Score aa 1 point.a

� and the

rest of the

no wash; no singing eongJ wear mitten

m.

Two awd.l.iar,y verbs appear in the negative form, can ' t and don•t.
The negative element now appears within the sentence but 18 not yet
connected to an auxiliary verb.

Score a9 2 points:

nominal+no, can•t,

3?
don• t+!"lain Terb.

Examples :

I no bite you; I can ' t catch you; I don•t

Furthermore, at this point level, the negative •lao appears

want it.

in the detoonatratift forin at the beginning ot a sentence in the imperaUve
torm.

That no 11'10rm1lYJ that no fish

D9'10natrati.,._.no or not+nominal t

Also obser't'ed ia don•t+ma1n verbs

school.

·Don • t leave

ine.

�en the neg ati•e form appears between the noun phrase and the
present participle, asaian a weighting value or 3 points.
Me not

<.-ryiQIJ I

no

NP+Ng+PrP't a

peeking.

'l'he laati leTel exeriiplifies the adult vorllion ot th• neg•U•••

The

sentence includ" 9J>Pl"Opriato intonation.

�. !!

!2!! d1dn t t � SUPJ?8r � �J ! cant t

vith the n.gat1Te !!!,!1

These sentenoee are or the ronn

Hominal+Aux+Ng+V.

verb £! ie often mieaing but is now optional.

That no\ a al.own or

._.....

�

-

gtt1STIONS. Qtle et.ions
with am Without • • word.
-

questions.

4 pointai

Awd.llaries are oontracted

isn' t or !!!• ! don ' t !!!.'!! � �·

objectiTea

Score as

I

...

a

-

!!!. ,lle

In child language the

Nom1nal+ (be)+not+nom1ml

not a doctor.

._......

..

---

are fomed primarily by a riai� int.onation,

Bellug1

(1966)

distinguishes two levels

of

ror the 1"1.rat level, there are no auxiliaries and no subjeet

verb inversion.

l�ol'ttl'Q' eggnog?

There are rw negative questions.
I ride tra1n1

Who dat?

Ho

oar?

Score as 1 points

What cowboy doing?

At the •eoond level, yea-no questions contain an auxiliary or some
!'on ot do.

I

hit?

The

Score as

2 pointaa

Aux.+nolllinal+V+? J Is IDOmQY tliking?

awc:iliary component can have an optional negative attachment. .

Aux+Ng+nolllinal+V+? ; Can't you work?
invertedi

\1bat he can ride in?

SOllJ8t.imea the auxiliarios are not

Wb1' the k1tty can• t stand up?

auxiliary is optional in 'Wh questiona t
writing?

Did

Wllat he writing?

What is he writing?

The

What he is
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